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Abstract

I am a student of the Department of Journalism & Mass Communication at Daffodil

International University, Dhaka, Bangladesh. In accordance with the completion of all the

courses I was supposed to do an Internship for at least 3 months. I could have work with the

television, radio, or the print media directly. I was totally free to choose whether the platform

is. After for a while I got the opportunity to work with one of the renowned & the oldest

newspaper’s online platform which is the Daily Ittefaq.

The most recent upheaval in news-casting accompanied the coming of Internet. Paper

businesses went from being mechanical to PC creation frameworks. For instance, columnists

step by step began supplanting their typewriters with PCs. Web gave news coverage another

shape by making an adaptable stage for it’s the two peruses and authors. But one thing remain

the same to the reader of newspaper.

Print news coverage from the earliest starting point had its own particular attributes, standards,

structures, schedules of generation, method for tending to gatherings of people and detailing

news stories. All news-casting too has its own standards and qualities.

I have done my entry level position a reporter of The Daily Ittefaq’s online section. I

encountered exactly how quick has the universe of reporting moved toward becoming and

furthermore, how news-casting is an entire another measurement from before. A columnist

must be knowledgeable in performing various tasks, must be a quick mastermind and clearly

as the well-known adage goes-handyman, ace of none.

Every one of my works were distributed under my name’s initial(starting NS). However, there

are few reports which were distributed byline with my name Nahid Serazi Nimmi.
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Chapter One:
Introduction
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What is an Internship?

According to the National Society for Experiential Education (NSEE) an “internship” is as :

“a carefully monitored work or volunteer experience in which an individual has intentional

learning goals and reflects actively on what he or she is learning throughout the experience”

An internship is the transition from study to work and is a necessary component in order to

develop a student’s various skills, making them more advanced and diligent when they finally

have the opportunity to be a part of the working world.

Moreover, an internship is on-the-job work experience that is either related to a specific

career interests or current field of study. Because an internship is a procedure of the

profession training for professional career. Internships can be paid or unpaid, and can take

place during the academic year. All internships are short-term but can last longer as well.

Internships are also helpful learning skills for student & almost an essential for any graduate.

Companies or organizations demands that the graduate have own the ‘real world’ knowledge

and the internships are one of the finest methods for students to get that involvement in

acquiring that real life experience.

https://www.wayup.com/guide/paid-vs-unpaid-internships-decide/
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Significance of an Internship

“Because we need experience to get experience.” This seems to be the biggest issue for

almost all of the ages these days. Employers in today’s job market rely heavily on resumes

that showcase a relevant work history, whether that’s from internships, volunteer work, or

actual job experience.

It was an unbelievable ordeal for me in The Daily Ittefaq. It set me up for what's to come and

how to confront new difficulties while doing a real life job. Through temporary position one

encounters and takes in the contrast between scholarly realizing and what's sitting tight for an

understudy in expert job life.

A practical work background carries a major significance when attempting to enter the real

job market. After all It’s all about competition. However, an internship is the building blocks

necessary for creating the path towards a successful career.

The Department of Journalism and Mass Communication of Daffodil International University

gives a chance to an entry level position which is of approximately three-month span. Amid

this time assistants need to finish the entry level position program. I have done my program of

temporary position from November 07 to December 10, 2020.
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About My Internship

After the completion of my BSS degree from the department of Journalism & Mass
Communication at Daffodil International University, I was supposed to do an internship

program for 3 months. I got the opportunity to do my internship program at the Daily Ittefaq’s
online section; which is the Bangladesh’s one of the oldest & renowned newspaper.

They helped me in pursuing my internship as an reporter. Where I was supposed to gather
information on some specific issues, events or the other news relevant topics. I got the

opportunity to work in the desk, too. Where I edited my news reports by myself.
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Background of the Daily Ittefaq

The Daily Ittefaq (Bengali:Doinik Ittefak) is a Bengali-language daily newspaper. Founded in

1953, it is the oldest newspaper, and one of the most circulated newspapers in Bangladesh.

This newspaper format is broadsheet and is printed by Ittefaq Group of Publications Limited.

Ownership was returned to Manik Mia's sons after nationalization on August 24, 1975.

Ittefaq features almost all the standard sections of a modern daily newspaper like political

news, economic, sports, education, entertainment, general and the local news.

Ittefaq was first distributed as a weekly paper on December

24, 1953. Tofazzal Hossain Manik Miah was the Editor.

Amid that time, Ittefaq stood in opposition to the philosophies

of the Pakistani pioneers and therefore, the administration

acted against its editors and columnists. Manik Miah's

post-publication segment 'Rajnaitik Mancha' (Political

Platform) turned out to be exceptionally prevalent in the then

East Pakistan, now Bangladesh. Ittefaq had a huge role in the

1954 general races, and it added to the triumph of the United

Front In 1958. Ittefaq in every case emphatically restricted all

military standard of Pakistan beginning from Ayub Khan to

Yahya Khan. President Ayub Khan controlled the Ittefaq's

distribution from June 17 to July 11, 1966, and after that

again from July 17, 1966, to February 9, 1969.

Today Tasmima Hossain is the Editor of the Daily Ittefaq.

This newspaper offers a daily Bengali electronic edition on its website and an English edition

aimed at a younger audience.

This news portal has also E-paper.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali-language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangladesh
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Design of the Daily Ittefaq
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Organogram of the Daily Ittefaq
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Supervisor at the Daily Ittefaq

Amid my temporary position at the Daily Ittefaq’s online section, I was under the supervision

of MD. S.M. Amanur Rahman Rafat, head In-Charge of the online section of the Daily ittefaq

digital platform. He takes care of all the unpublished & even published news to be correct, if

needed, and is in charge of everything that is being distributed through that stage.

He helped me in each way that is available. He has been an incredible leader. I've taken in

numerous critical things from him which can be fruitful in my upcoming future career in this

divine profession of Journalism. He guided me all through the whole time of my internship in

a very positive manner.
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Duration of my Internship

As an Intern Journalist at The Daily Ittefaq’s online section, I have worked for 8 weeks there.

My internship at The Daily Ittefaq began from 01 November 2020 and finished on 10th of

December 2020.
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Chapter Two:
Internship Activities
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My Duties

A work area of journalism cannot be simply described & it’s not a limited area to discuss

about. It has a broaden space to talk, to work, and to regain the experience to build up the best

expertise while working in this certain area. According to various perspective, we all can

simply identify our works as proofreaders and which is not as easy as it seems. We are bound

to collect information (news from all over the world) from anywhere and to disseminate them

to the people who are relevant to their certain area of interest. We are bound to focus on the

universe. We must follow where something new is happening or something which can be

harmful, or helpful. We need to go through tons of issues everyday.

My entry level position encounter instructed me that reporters are not simply expected to

collect or gather news stories. The center motivation behind a reporter is to do explore,

archive, compose, and present the news in a legit, moral and fairway. It's not the activity of a

writer to display news stories from their very own perspective however to exhibit news from

no one's perspective. By and large, it very well may be said a writer, uniquely a work area as

reporter may need to be punctual, monitor recent developments, and remain in the know

regarding protection and maligning laws.

I worked as a reporter. Though, I worked on the desk where I wrote many international news,

lifestyle news. My best work performing field was the entertainment beat where I discovered

about many unknown things and which has broaden my knowledge about this beat.

But the documentary making tasks were the ever tasks ever for me. I made documentary for

their online platform- YouTube, it was about the survival of street kids during pandemic.
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Chapter Three:
Learning Experience
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Knowledge Gathering & Learning

During the period of my internship at The Daily Ittefaq’s online section, I had numerous types

of encounters with lots of peoples which gave me significant bits of knowledge on how a

print media plus their online platforms casting functions. In this period, I became more

acquainted with the expert world or genuinely very close to them. I met individuals who were

really skilled & experts in this field of news-casting.

How journalism works:

As I was a fresher in this entire process of news-casting. But I worked in my campus news

portal with the help of my respected teachers I got some help while gathering information &

then writing reports. But, to be honest, there were something missing in my knowledge

boundary because Print news-casting is very quick. In any case, it has more opportunity to

interface with peruses in a cutting-edge world. Through my internship at The Daily Ittefaq,

Functional Experience:

Collecting information is easy, not all the times though. But sometimes gathered information

are like a blessing. But, editing a report is really a hard task to deal with & to finish on time.

Because editing needs quick thinking & also smart thinking. As I worked there as a reporter, I

was enough lucky to not having a task to edit a news. Because the news which were

composed by my even got to edited by my senior sub-editors. But after noticing their

individual tasks, skills, & working styles I got flexible too with news editing. Though I am

not that expert as they are till now. For editing a news one should hold an uplifting news

sense and also smart thinking capacity of what occurred.

Knowledge about news:

I never limit myself. I was open to learn everything what was in-front of me. I read the

considered items to increase my sense of news. I let my mind to examination of various news.
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Tools & Technologies Used

Amid my intern at the Daily Ittefaq’s online section, I have been utilizing a few devices and

innovations for my works. The most utilized one was a PC where I was advised to work in.

Other than this I was allowed to utilize the Internet. Because without the help of the Internet

the entire divisional output would be zero.

Mostly, I worked in Microsoft Word to compose, edit and finish a report. To edit significant

photographs for a news story, I used Adobe Photoshop. Particularly, I have been using Bijoy

and Avro software for Bangla news typing.

I was strictly advised to follow Email everyday to check news. I used Google Chrome to

peruse through the web to discover numerous national/international news.
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Special Experience

During my internship within the Daily Ittefaq’s online section, some incident left a mark on

my mind. One such incident took place when I was conducting an interview with one of the

most senior actor of Bangladesh; he was A.T.M. Shamsuzzaman.

I was appointed for covering this interview alone.

I was getting so much pressure when I was appointed for this report. I was trying to hide all of

my concerns regarding this mental pressure & stress but somehow I managed to deal with

them. But when the report came out as one of my success I was the one who was the happiest

one. I got a fantastic feeling of accomplishment every time whenever I was thinking about

that outstanding news report of mine.

But I was told to cover a video report on him as well, but because of not having proper

equipment support I couldn’t fulfil that work. Which was really embarrassing for me. Even

my office was shocked, too that I couldn’t achieve what I was excited for. They thought I

would accomplish this work very easily, but failed.

But the written report was enough to specify them. Because that report was a huge success for

me.
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Chapter Four:
Evaluation of Learning
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Academic Learning & Practical Work Differentiation

I was educated about the activities of this area of working supervised in few courses during

my study period of under-graduation. While I went to work I found out that perusing and

knowing doesn't generally goes well together. Because, academic field was very different

from the practical field. That didn’t focused on the how this certain area genuinely functions.

But, DIU had their own print media support, TV media support, even they have radio

platforms, I got a opportunity to learn a lot from them which had broadened my knowledge

about this certain working zones.

Because, a large number of our courses in Daffodil International University centers around

various media platforms, I was truly astonished to see that we have courses that are similar to

the practical life.

In any case, it is undoubtedly very genuine that my scholarly learning helped me in finishing

my entry level position effortlessly. It enriched my knowledge on multiple issues. I learned

how to compose reports, what type of techniques to pursue, how to gather the essential parts

of a news, and what to dispose of.

The Inverted Pyramid Structure(rearranged pyramid hypothesis) for news writing was a major

help. Likewise, I utilized the 5W and 1H which was a great assistance for my work as well.

Cross-checking almost every data, sorting out a story in the most ideal way which can be a

successful story, shortening a story and some different aptitudes experienced in my entry

level position of learning.
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Expectation & Experience

While doing classes during undergraduate, I got to know about a lot of things related to this

field but after getting into practical field, seems like so much different. Some of the courses

had the practical opportunities though.

Because, a large number of our courses in Daffodil International University centers around

various media platforms, I was truly astonished to see that we have courses that are similar to

the practical life. And because of that practical courses with practical experiences helped me a

lot during this internship period.

The Inverted Pyramid Structure(rearranged pyramid hypothesis) for news writing was a major

help. Likewise, I utilized the 5W and 1H which was a great assistance for my work as well.

Cross-checking almost every data, sorting out a story in the most ideal way which can be a

successful story, shortening a story and some different aptitudes experienced in my entry

level position of learning.
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Development of New Skills

During my internship period at the online section of the Daily Ittefaq, I was for the most part

allocated to cover universal affairs (BBC, CNN, Reuters, Al Jajira, AFP). In addition, here

and there I needed to cover national, sports, science, entertainment and amusement related

stories too. Amid my internship, I achieved numerous abilities.

They are listed below:

 Giving headline.

 Translating international news.

 News altering, mostly international news.

 Covering various occasions.

 Field visit preparation.

 Proper timing for everything.

 Professionalism.

 Developing connections with others.

 Complying with the other stuff of office.

 Picking up the correct words for composing news stories.

 Cross check the data.

 Cross check the sources.
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Opportunity for Future Career
An internship is the great opportunity for career build up, no matter if it is paid or unpaid.

After completion of all the courses it is best to have professional experience but that

experience is can be gained only by an internship program. It helps to achieve the proper

objective of professional job career. Additionally, It is best for self improvement.

Because it is almost impossible to get a job without having any term of experience. With zero

percent of experience recruiters gets no hope & gives no chance to do that job. After all

without having no practical skill it’s really tough to get in the field which is very competitive.

In some of the certain topics one need to have minimum practical skill to get an entry level

position. And entry level positions are easier to get when it’s time for an internship where

anyone can give a chance in learning the practical skills through an official environment.

Entry level positions are very productive idle chance to accumulate understanding. To get a

desired job one should hold some expertise which can be easily acquired by professional skill

achievement.

During my internship program, I associated with numerous expert people and augmented the

territory of my associations, which I think will help me in my expert life and in profession

improvement as well. I found out more & got acquainted with this profession. I got

opportunity to think about this profession if its perfect for me or not. Additionally, I got

motivated because the chance to watch the work environment and check whether it matches

my desires was almost like a dream to me. I adapted new aptitudes. I had the chance to

rehearse the correspondence abilities which connected a portion of the thoughts I learned in

my scholastic life. Particularly, I met new group of peoples and working following on

systems administration. And at that time I was lucky to get expert contacts, guides, and

references. It opened a whole new way to exhortation on the following stages to go up against

my vocation way.

In the whole, my entry level position made a successful chance to increase important

experience and achievements which I can add to my resume. Through entry level positions

work I increased some of my learning and experience on highlight composing, publication

composing, and photography which will assist me to build up a solid resume.
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Chapter Five:
Conclusion
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SWOT Analysis

Strengths:

 Always comes with the most recent news.

 Most trust-able platform.

 They have great correspondents.

 Their online platform has huge readership.

Weaknesses:

 Insufficient transportation system.

 Lacks adequate innovation.

 Inadequate equipment support.

 Do not have enough representatives or reporters to cover news quickly.

 Don’t have separate placement for the online department.

Opportunities:

 Office space can be expanded.

 They should recruit more representatives or reporters.

 The online portal can look and program better.

 Management can be better.

Threats:

 They are becoming less tenable day by day.

 Digital contents are not being that productive.

 They must separate the departments before its too late to get engage with their viewers.
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Recommendation

I have completed my internship program in nation's one of the top & exceptional newspaper

house. Or, I should say that I have the best possible observing from my administrator and the

seniors. But one thing I must add over here which is the time furthest reaches of the internship

program (only for three months) isn't adequate to improve the learning and experience.

 Time duration for the internship period should not be limited.

 Students should have the right to select their time for their internship, respectively.

 Practical works can be mandatory for almost all the offered courses.

 Print, TV, Radio, and Digital platform working styles and their systems can be followed

and practiced strictly.

 Individual working capacity should be mobilized.
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Working Images
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Conclusion

First & foremost, I was lucky enough because I got this opportunity to do my internship in

this renowned & significant platform. I enjoyed working here. I learned tons of numerous

things about so many unknown facts. There were so many capable individuals who helped me

every time during my work obstacles.

This internship period has not just shown me how to be proficient in a workplace, yet in

addition helped me to utilize my hypothetical learning in real‐life also. And for this, I am

truly grateful to my colleagues alongside the entire online section of The Daily Ittefaq.

As a matter of reality I can say, I have learned & understood that every task should be

planned first and then it can be completed step by step. A perfect report takes time but

sometimes seconds. Mostly depends on our expert levels & proper time management with lots

of other efforts. Particularly, It helped me in learning to be skilled while working in real field.

Even got to learn many information gathering techniques as well. Finally, for everything, I am

sincerely appreciating my universality beside the entire online team of the Daily Star

newspaper.
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Annex
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Extra Video Productions for the Daily Ittefaq Newspaper online platform

1. Documentary on street kids survival during this pandemic:

2:56 (facebook.com)

Facebook

2. Report on fire:

Watch | Facebook

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/114957138614134/videos/1161564380905564/
https://www.facebook.com/114957138614134/videos/1161564380905564
https://www.facebook.com/114957138614134/videos/285234562904935/
https://www.facebook.com/114957138614134/videos/285234562904935

